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The product kit will have all the products needed to complete this workshop.  
Maximum finished size 40cm x 30cm. 
Below is the sewing needs and threads to bring along with you.  
Please have the kit money $35 in an envelope with your name on it at the beginning 
of the workshop Thank you. 
 

What you need to Bring 
Sewing Requirements for you to Bring  
Sewing machine in good working order with darning foot attachment and drop 
the feed dog’s facility. Also, the table attachment for your machine. If you are 
unfamiliar with these sewing machine instructions, please see your machine dealer to require 
this info before the workshop…thank you.  
Spare sewing machine needles I suggest topstitch or jeans needles No.90 
Spare bobbin case if you have one for bobbin work.  
Sharp scissors and normal sewing requirements.  
Long style quilting pins.  
Small sharp scissors.  
Pencil and 3-4 sheets A4 paper optional.  
A piece of baking paper with your name on one side.  
2-3 small zip-lock bags for extra clipped fabrics optional. 
Old towel for wet fabric. 
2-3 extra bobbins. 
Your camera/phone to document your progress/name badge please. 
 

You can bring a simple landscape inspiration photo or drawing…. please print 
it out from your phone or IPad, or you can use my quilt inspiration as an 
example also bring the fabrics and let the art take over! 
 

Fabrics to Bring Sky  
Sunset colours or Blue colour sky fabric 30cm x 20cm 
Optional sheer Organza to go over sky fabric  
(I will have some variegated Organza packs for sale if needed)  



You can hand stitch and machine bobbin work the sky decoration with your 
special threads. 
Fabrics to Bring Landscape 
Brown coloured landscape fabric 30cm x 20cm this will partially or totally cover 
with other fabrics and yarn so don’t pick a special piece, plain brown would do.  
Bring 3-4 earth coloured fabric scraps or 20cm that suit your inspiration or the 
desert earth colours. 
Earth coloured yarn/wool and fibres can also be added to the Landscape to 
represent foliage and add textures. 
 
Fabrics to Bring for Applique 
The example of Uluru applique you will need a red cotton fabric 15cm x 25cm 
If you have other applique in your photo or drawings bring cotton fabric in 
colours that suit for those and this will be highlighted with paint. 
 
Threads to Bring 
I use Rasant sewing threads and Wonderfil embellishment threads. 
Machine cotton/poly cotton machine thread colours pink, orange, mustard and 
maroon or blues for a blue sky 
 

Sky Hand Embroidery Threads 
I used Wonderfil Dazzle™ 8 weight rayon, Dazzle™ has a strand of metallic 
thread running through it and gives a hint of sparkle, some varigated 
If you cannot buy this brand that’s ok as long as the thread is an 8wt 
embroidery thread for the embellishment texture. 
I used some Wonderfil Dazzle Colour Threads orange, purple, pink but you can 
bring your decorative threads in your choice/brand of sky colours for some 
hand stitching (bring hand sewing needles if you wish to hand stitch some of 
the sky) and/or some bobbin work. 
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